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“Who Gives a Poop” shows how people all over the world including researchers, 

scientists, and students are establishing the power of poop and how it can be of help 

to communities.  Since poop is everywhere, it is time for people to take 

responsibility to manage their own poop as we see other organisms do in the 

natural world. 

 

But wow, kudos to the researchers who have chosen to burn their midnight oil to 

study poop and make something useful from it. The book tells the story of a man 

who uses dog poop to light streetlights.  Guess what? The streets are now safe and 

neither litter nor bad smell from doggie doo. In many communities the poop seems 

to be disgusting, but it has emerged to be a goldmine.  

 

Yes, poop is power. It is used to track endangered species where the dogs are 

trained on the smell of the targeted species poop were the dogs can stop at the poop 

upon finding it, which alerts the park guard.  I learned that bat poop comprises of 

shiny bit of insects parts like jaws, legs among others.  

 

There is also a disease cured by Fecal Micro biota Transplant  (crapsule). This 

entails injecting someone’s poop to the patient to activate a certain bacteria that 

acts as a remedy. It also cures food poisoning and severe diarrhea.  Moreover, there 

is even a person planning to make poop-based sports drinks. 

 

Plants require a lot of nitrogen to flourish and poop chips are the greatest 

contributor of the nutrients. Poop from big animals both in water and land is 

perceived to be one of the greatest contributors of nitrogen to the atmosphere.  

In addition, poop also is used as way to establish what certain animals eat, doing the 

diagnosis of certain diseases, some animals survive on poop from others, through 

mining of the sewage sludge we can extract some minerals like gold, platinum and 



silver. Human waste from big cities has been used as landfills on mines where it 

produces bio solids used in farming.    

 

Overall, the entire book has a lot of biology on the cecum and gut system processes 

of different animals and how poop can be useful. Poop has its own kind of magic; it 

has power to keep the entire ecosystem chugging.  I recommend the book Who Gives 

a Poop? to be read by scientists, farmers and curious students. 


